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WP2: Comprehensive risk analysis for
emerging and invasive pests

 T2.1 Development of a generic framework for pathway

modelling to assess risks of entry (including transfer to
host) and effectiveness of entry mitigation

 T2.2 Development of a generic framework for modelling
spread (including establishment) and spread mitigation

 T2.3 Development of a generic framework for emergence
due to changes in climate, environment and
management practices

 T2.4 Development of a generic framework for economic
assessment of risk mitigation
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WP2: Comprehensive risk analysis for
emerging and invasive pests

 T2.1 Development of a generic framework for pathway

modelling to assess risks of entry (including transfer to
host) and effectiveness of entry mitigation

 T2.2 Development of a generic framework for modelling
spread (including establishment) and spread mitigation

 T2.3 Development of a generic framework for emergence
due to changes in climate, environment and
management practices

 T2.4 Development of a generic framework for economic
assessment of risk mitigation
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Pathway models

 Pathway = Country of Origin + traded commodity
 A pathway model describes mathematically the

movement of pest propagules or their vectors (carriers)
from a source (area) to a geographic area of concern

 Quantifies the number of pest propagules that come into
contact with the host or host habitat

 Uses trade statistics and pest specific parameters
 Uses expert judgement to quantify parameters that are
not well established from research (e.g. level of
infestation in the trade)

Douma JC, M Pautasso, RC Venette, C Robinet, L Hemerik, MCM Mourits, J Schans, W van der Werf (2016)
Pathway models for analysing and managing the introduction of alien plant pests – an overview and
categorization. Ecological Modelling 339, 58-67. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2016.08.009
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Pathway models

 Unidirectional
 A subset of epidemic network models (multi-directional)
 Make the assessment of entry quantitative
 Enable comparison of pathways and management
options

 Enable uncertainty analysis and scenario studies

Douma JC, M Pautasso, RC Venette, C Robinet, L Hemerik, MCM Mourits, J Schans, W van der Werf (2016)
Pathway models for analysing and managing the introduction of alien plant pests – an overview and
categorization. Ecological Modelling 339, 58-67. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2016.08.009
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Pathway modelling for assessing and
predicting pest introduction and its
mitigation

Some thoughts on quantitative pathway
models

 Authorities (e.g. EFSA) are interested in transparent
quantification of risk

 International trade relatively well-known, but still

problems in the resolution of data collection (tracking
and tracing not at the same level as in animals)

 Pest-specific parameters problematic; many are lacking
because not seen as scientifically interesting

 Expert elicitation required to parameterize models
 Elicitation and models can include experts’ uncertainty
 Need to build familiarity and assess advantages and
disadvantages of a quantitative approach
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Hypotheses of the study

 The spread of biological invaders proceeds following

similar processes across species, and so we predicted
that a single general model of pest spread can fit well for
all forest pests in the United States.

 Pest life history, propagule pressure, and habitat

invisibility can be meaningfully integrated into a
dispersal kernel, and lead to improved predictions in a
general model.
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Negative exponential (=Laplace) kernel
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A common constant dispersal kernel model, simulated from the discovery
date, explained 68% of the variation in range size across all pests, and had
68% locational accuracy between predicted and observed locational
distributions
By making dispersal a function of forest area and human population density,
variation
explained increased to 76%, with 74% accuracy.
A single general dispersal kernel model was sufficient to predict the majority
of variation in extent and locational distribution across pest species and
proxies of propagule pressure and habitat invasibility – well studied
predictors of establishment – should also be applied to the dispersal stage.
This model provides a key element to forecast novel invaders and to extend
pathway-level risk analyses to include spread.
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Our deliverables for HOMED

 D2.1 Reports on key drivers of invasiveness and
emergence of forest PnPs (M18)

 D2.2 Framework for economic assessment of the impact
of invasive or emerging forest PnPs (M24)

 D2.3 Semi-mechanistic models for forest PnPs risk
assessment and management (M30)

 D2.4 Database with parameters for semi-mechanistic

models for forest PnPs risk assessment and management
to use in multi-criteria decision analysis tool for forest
PnPs management options (M36)
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Thanks!
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